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Long Vowel Teams This Reading Mama
"Replace ineffective drills with easy-to-do games and activities that fit into any teacher's busy day and help striving
adolescent readers achieve automaticity in decoding the six basic English syllable patterns. Carver and Pantoja's flexible
approach can be used with intensive and regular reading classes, as well as language arts classes at intermediate,
middle-school, or high-school levels. Teaching Syllable Patterns meets your Response-to-Intervention goals while
engaging learners: •Use brief, skill-targeted lesson openers to get an initial Tier 1 assessment of students' needs.
•Continue with mini-lessons, games, and activities for individual student support at Tier 2 and 3 interventional levels.
•Monitor progress with end-of-chapter tests, and determine success after individualized instruction with the final
assessment. Easily differentiate instruction in any classroom where literacy is the goal and time is short. The included CD
saves on prep time by providing all of the reproducibles, assessments, and color game materials needed for every
lesson. With Teaching Syllable Patterns, get the shortcut to teaching fluency and comprehension that cuts time and
frustration—not corners—and helps striving adolescent readers achieve long-term success."
Presenting best practices in an easy-to-use format, literacy expert Bonnie Burns provides practical, research-based
strategies for all aspects of literacy education.
Using the latest neuroscience research to enhance literacyinstruction Wiring the Brain for Reading introduces teachers
toaspects of the brain's functions that are essential to language andreading development. Marilee Sprenger, a specialist
in learning andthe brain, provides practical, brain friendly, strategiesfor teaching essential skills like phonemic awareness,
phonics,fluency, vocabulary, and comprehension. The author's innovativeapproach aligns well with the Common Core
State Standards forEnglish Language Arts and is designed to enhance students'motivation and excitement in reading.
Offers a clear explanation of brain functioning in order toenhance language and reading instruction Incorporates proven
literacy strategies, games, and activitiesas well as classroom examples Aligns with Common Core State Standards for
learning to read,developing fluency, and interpreting complex texts Wiring the Brain for Reading offers practical
strategiesfor applying the latest research in neuroscience and learning tothe classroom.
Viewing fluency as a bridge between foundational skills and open-ended learning, this book guides teachers through
effective instruction and assessment of fluent reading skills in the primary grades. Fluency?s relationship to phonological
awareness, phonics, and print concepts is explained, and practical methods are shared for integrating fluency instruction
in a literacy curriculum grounded in the Common Core State Standards (CCSS). Classroom examples, weekly lesson
plans, and extensive lists of recommended texts add to the book?s utility for teachers.
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An accessible primer on phonics-based teaching filters out the obscure, political, and gimmicky practices of typical
programs to provide parents with simple steps on teaching children how to read, providing a wealth of tools, instructional
advice, and easy-to-follow guidelines. Original. 10,000 first printing.
Reading is one of the most important fundamental skills that children learn. Unfortunately, many children still struggle to
read proficiently, leaving parents to seek alternative educational environments and educators to seek innovative teaching
methods. With that in mind, seasoned reading specialist Rita Wirtz shares a commonsense, time-tested reading guide
that offers a step-by-step approach for successfully instructing the fundamentals of reading to readers of all ages. Wirtz,
a language arts and reading specialist who has taught at all levels for forty years, presents mini-lessons that focus on
basic phonics instruction, proven strategies, and specific skills to help students • recognize words; • increase reading
speed and fluency; • build and boost vocabulary; • correct basic reading errors and difficulties; and • build confidence as
readers. Reading Champs provides fundamental building blocks and success secrets for any parent, tutor, and teacher
with an aspiration to transform struggling readers into reading champions.
Vowels can say their names: A-E-I-O-U. These vowel sounds can be spelled many different ways, including vowel teams.
Discover how these long vowels and vowel teams can be used to build words.
Develop students' literacy and active reading skills with this balanced, whole-child approach to reading for 21st-century
learners. This updated book co-published with the International Literacy Association (ILA) equips educators with
numerous rigorous and engaging techniques that promote critical thinking and problem solving while reading. The
strategies provided concentrate on effective instruction within the five components of reading: phonemic awareness,
phonics, fluency, vocabulary, and comprehension. Features include: more than 125 enhanced classroom-tested
techniques in the areas of word study, vocabulary, fluency, and comprehension; 18 new techniques to motivate and
engage all learners; embedded scaffolding and teacher talk within each technique; a focus on core literacy strands
required by College and Career Readiness Standards; and digital resources including an assortment of reproducible
student and teacher resource sheets.
This is the teachers' manual for the Blast Off to Reading, Orton-Gillingham reading program, which uses a lesson based workbook along with
fun online games and tools (go to www.blastofftoreadingcom for the free web app for this program). This e-book contains slides to present the
lesson using a Smart Board or screen sharing software for distance learning. It can also be used on a laptop or tablet for one-on-one tutoring
or teaching a small group. The workbook along with this manual makes teaching easy, since there's little prep time and the lesson plans are
complete. The slides from the teachers' manual will illustrate the lessons in an organized, explicit manner, encouraging student participation.
Lesson slides will be followed by all of the worksheets that are in the students' Blast Off to Reading workbook, which should be done together
as a class. The workbook, lessons and online tools promote phonemic awareness and contain the multi-sensory activities that are required
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for the Orton-Gillingham approach. Organized in a cumulative, structured manner, with repetition built in, your students won't miss any
sounds or rules and will overcome their reading difficulties to become proficient readers.
Help children develop and strengthen their reading skills with Developing Decoders book sets.This set includes 15 full-color, professionallywritten and illustrated books that engage young readers.Developing Decoders highlight specific word patterns and skills appropriate for each
developmental stage of reading. This set focuses on long vowel teams and comes with a printed guide full of activities to support growth in
reading comprehension and fluency. By working through each book set in order, children become more confident and capable readers.
Support students' phonetic development as they practice key second grade phonics skills. Focus on phonics with fun and engaging activity
pages that are research-based and support the Common Core State Standards.
Nearly every state has independently adopted the Common Core State Standards (CCSS), making this practical guide an indispensable
resource for PreK-2 teachers and teachers-in-training. Leading authorities explain each of the English language arts (ELA) standards and
vividly show how to implement them. The book is filled with grade-specific classroom vignettes, instructional strategies and activities, sample
lesson plans, and discussion questions. Chapters cover the major ELA strands: reading (literature, informational texts, and foundational
skills); writing; speaking and listening; and language. Issues of assessment and technology integration are also explored. An appendix
includes thematic units for each grade level demonstrating ways to embed CCSS/ELA standards into content-area instruction. See also
Teaching with the Common Core Standards for English Language Arts, Grades 3-5.
Vowels Short Vowel and Word Families • Identify and create words with short vowel word families R-Controlled Vowel Patterns • Identify and
create word with r-controlled vowel patters: ar, er, ir, or, ur Long Vowel Word Families • Recognize, read and write words with long vowel
word families Short Vowel Sounds • Discriminate between the short vowel sounds Vowel Teams • Read and write words with vowel teams
Vowel Teams ou, oi and ou • Identify sounds made by the vowel teams ou, oi and oy Vowel Patterns • Read and write words with patters:
ue, ew, au, aw
Schools and teachers have struggled to integrate Common Core State Standards (CCSS) into their local Response to Intervention (RTI)
systems. This book offers an adaptable framework and practical tips to assist educational professionals charged with making this connection
in their schools, districts, and classrooms for English language arts. Based on years of experience, we know that students perform best when
provided with research-based instruction, frequent progress monitoring, and timely and targeted interventions. Focusing on what the research
tells us about how children learn, this highly practical guide can serve as the core of language arts instruction. RTI in the Common Core
Classroom will guide today’s classroom teachers, reading coaches, and administrators in their efforts to support all students in meeting
literacy standards, including individuals with mild to moderate disabilities. Book Features: A research-based, innovative approach for
implementing RTI and the Common Core curriculum. Effective teaching and assessment practices in foundational reading skills, reading
comprehension, and writing. User-friendly design including, research highlight boxes, recommended reading lists, questions for professional
learning communities, prompts, sample assignments, student writing excerpts, a Q & A section, and a trait-weighting table. “Sharon Vaughn
is the perfect classroom expert to help teachers mesh the requirements of any RTI program with high standards, whether they be CCSS,
state, or local.” —Susan B. Neuman, New York University “Teaching to the unique abilities of an increasingly diverse group of students is a
persistent challenge in public education. Whether used in a Common Core classroom or school system, Dr. Vaughn’s new book is yet
another invaluable tool for teachers and leaders to use RTI to accelerate achievement for all students.” —Larkin Tackett, executive director,
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Austin Region, IDEA Public Schools
Spectrum(R) Long Vowels for grade 1 provides focused practice in long vowel sounds. Grade-specific activities will help your child learn to
recognize, read, and write long vowel sounds, as well as to identify words with rhyming vowel sounds. --The Spectrum series offers early
learning workbooks that help your child thrive in todayÕs standards-based classroom. Spectrum Long Vowels uses phonics to build reading
readiness. This resource provides focused instruction and a systematic approach to skill development for concept mastery. --Spectrum is
your childÕs path to academic success. This best-selling workbook series provides quality educational activities that meet your childÕs
needs for learning achievement. These comprehensive workbooks address essential skills in reading, language arts, math, and science.
Students in prekindergarten to grade 8 will find lessons and exercises that help them progress through increasingly difficult subject matter.
Complete answer keys, content reviews, and assessments help students track their progress and locate areas for improvement. --No matter
your childÕs academic need, Spectrum is with you every step of the way.
The alphabet has 26 letters. Five of them are vowels: a-e-i-o-u. They can make long and short sounds. The short vowels can be used to build
many simple words. Learn what these short vowels can do.

In Interactive Notebooks: Language Arts for first grade, students will complete hands-on activities about long vowels,
sentence structure, nouns, adjectives, story elements, text features, and more. The Interactive Notebooks series spans
kindergarten to grade 5. Each 96-page book contains a guide for teachers who are new to interactive note taking, lesson
plans and reproducibles for creating notebook pages on a variety of topics, and generic reproducibles for creating even
more notebook pages. The books focus on grade-specific math or language arts skills and are aligned to current state
standards.
Tens of thousands of K?3 teachers have relied on this book--now revised and expanded with more than 50% new
material--to plan and deliver effective literacy instruction tailored to each student's needs. The authors provide a detailed
framework for implementing differentiated small-group instruction over multiweek cycles. Each component of the
beginning reading program is addressed--phonological awareness, word recognition, fluency, vocabulary, and
comprehension. In a large-size format with lay-flat binding for easy photocopying, the book includes dozens of
reproducible lesson plans, instructional activities, assessment forms, and other tools. Purchasers get access to a Web
page where they can download and print the reproducible materials. New to This Edition *Differentiation 2.0: the
approach has been fine-tuned based on field testing, new research findings, and current standards and response-tointervention frameworks. *Many additional reproducible tools, such as coaching templates and the Informal Decoding
Inventory. *Beyond lesson plans and materials, the second edition offers more guidance for designing instruction and
grouping students, making it a one-stop resource. *Reproducible tools now available to download and print.
School teams play an essential role in the successful implementation of response to intervention (RTI). This user-friendly
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book offers a roadmap for creating effective RTI teams and overcoming common pitfalls. The authors discuss the nuts
and bolts of planning and facilitating meetings during which data-based decisions are made about screening,
interventions, and progress monitoring for individual students (K-6) or the whole school. Ways to develop sustainable
team practices and strengthen collaboration are described. In a large-size format with lay-flat binding for easy
photocopying, the book includes more than two dozen reproducible planning forms and other handy tools. Purchasers
also get access to a companion Web page where they can download and print the reproducible materials. This book is in
The Guilford Practical Intervention in the Schools Series.
Written from a strengths-based perspective, this is the first book to present a research-based, integrated review of
reading, cognition, and oral language testing and assessment. The theoretical underpinnings of reading, language, and
literacy are covered, as well as detailed information and administration tips on the myriad reading inventories and
standardized tests that may be used in a reading psychoeducational assessment. Unique in its inclusion of instruction on
crafting professional evaluation reports to illuminate a student's strengths and weaknesses, this inviting book will enable
school psychologists, reading specialists, and learning disabilities specialists to conduct effective interdisciplinary
remedial recommendations and interventions.
"Vowels can say their names: A-E-I-O-U. These vowel sounds can be spelled many different ways, including vowel
teams. Readers discover how these long vowels and vowel teams can be used to build words."-Three common routines are seen in almost every K-2 language arts program: morning messages, shared readings, and
word walls. These routines should be integrated to support the total language arts program, but are teachers getting the
most bang for their buck out of these activities? Morning messages can become very routinized and repeat the same
experiences over and over again. Shared readings are sometimes conducted with little variation in spite of changing
demands from the texts being used and changing needs in the learners with whom they are being used. Word walls
might be put up with some attention early in the year and remain virtually unchanged as the year moves forward.
Intensifying Classroom Routines in Reading and Writing Programs focuses on how teachers can get more instructional
mileage out of these three common classroom routines. Author Michael Ford lays out step-by-step, day-by-day plans to
put those three key routines on a cycle that changes as students move through developmental phases. This resource
helps teachers plan for emergent and early readers and writers. It also looks at how teachers can assist students as they
move through critical areas, including concepts of print, alphabetic knowledge, phonological awareness, sound-symbol
relationships, high-frequency words, structural analysis, context clues, comprehension strategies, and composition
strategies. With these routines in place, students will clearly see connections between reading and writing.
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Total Math and Reading for grade 2 is a must-have, comprehensive guide to skill mastery. This standards-based
resource provides a variety of challenges, practice, puzzles, games, and activities to help children learn time, money,
addition, subtraction, phonics, parts of speech, and more. The Total Math and Reading series for grades PreK-2 boosts
school skills while keeping children engaged with at-home learning! Designed to establish and support a strong
foundation in math and reading, each book offers challenging, grade-appropriate lessons with clear explanations, colorful
art, and skill-sharpening practice. Challenging extension activities are included to help children enhance critical-thinking
skills.
Master Skills Math & Reading provides parents and students with the perfect resource for fun standards-based activities
with real-life applications for skill mastery. The Master Skills series helps your child master crucial skills for school
success. Short, engaging practice activities support Common Core State Standards for second graders. The Master
Skills workbook series provides comprehensive practice in reading, reading comprehension, and math for students in
grades KÐ3. Short activities with bright illustrations are fun to do. Both parents and students will like the colorful,
engaging pages that target essential skills for school success.
This must-have resource provides 20 original poems that focus on long vowel sounds to support phonemic and phonological awareness in
grades PreK–2. Each grade-level appropriate poem features a corresponding lesson that includes two cross-curricular connections and
include phonemic matching, isolation, blending, substitution, and segmentation. Take-home activities encourage linguistic interaction with
friends and family members, which is especially useful for English language learners. This book features digital resources that include activity
pages, poems, family letters, and an audio recording of each poem. This resource is aligned to College and Career Readiness standards.
Offering step-by-step guidance to simplify planning and decision making, this book reviews the basics of differentiated reading instruction and
provides detailed, ready-to-use lesson plans and materials to help teachers hit the ground running. Teachers get everything they need to
implement four types of instructional groups over multiple three-week cycles. For fluency, vocabulary, and comprehension, lessons are based
on popular, inexpensive trade books. For phonemic awareness and word recognition, dozens of reproducibles are provided, all in a
convenient large-size format. The book can be used on its own or as a complement to Differentiated Reading Instruction: Strategies for the
Primary Grades, which offers a complete introduction to the authors' approach.
The Learn to Read Two Syllable Words Workbook is designed to provide reading strategies for a solid foundation in literacy. Students will
gain the necessary phonological awareness to analyze and decode words in a systematic way to develop accuracy in reading long and short
vowel words with digraphs and blends.
Reinforce your second grader's essential skills with the Complete Book of Grade 2. With the colorful lessons in this workbook, your child will
strengthen skills that include prefixes and suffixes, word relationships, vowel sounds, and multiplication. --The Complete Book series provides
a dynamic way for students in prekindergarten to grade 4 to master essential skills. Each vivid workbook guides students through a variety of
engaging activities in phonics, reading comprehension, math, and writing. Challenging concepts are presented in simple language with easyPage 6/8
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to-understand examples, while stickers and full-color illustrations capture studentsÕ interest. The Complete Book series is a thorough,
comprehensive guide to grade-level success.
Yes, I Can Read! was written for fourth graders through adults who are nonreaders, beginning readers, or struggling readers, those who
speak English as well as ESL learners. The workbook was designed for learners who may be working with minimal assistance in a one-onone, small group, or classroom setting, and its reading levels range from 0 to 5.9. What you will find in Yes, I Can Read! ? Flexibility: Can be
used as a decoding program or as a supplement to strengthen particular skills. ? Explicit, sequential phonics and the multi-sensory approach:
Research-based, proven methods facilitate learning, inspiring confidence in students. ? Easy to use: Designed for student success and
mastery, its predictable page format with completed examples, illustrations, phonetic pronunciations, and symbols serve as cues for students.
Matching, tracing, word search and fill-in-the-blank exercises reinforce learning. ? Extensive reading, vocabulary, spelling, tracing, and
handwriting practiced ? 2,000-plus words ? Age-appropriate format Combination teacher's manual and student workbook This book is an
abundant resource of phonetic exercises. These exercises gave my student confidence and a momentum to move smoothly along in her
reading efforts because once she finished the lessons and exercises, she remembered how to spell and read the words. This book is well
organized and at your fingertips to use. I am so glad to have found this resource! - Martha Wilson, Literacy Tutor I wish I had this book when I
was homeschooling my kids. - Susan Christensen
This book has been replaced by Differentiated Literacy Instruction in Grades 4 and 5, Second Edition, ISBN 978-1-4625-4081-5.
Part of the RB-1 Learns to Read Series, RB-1 Discovers a Secret Code is a children's picture book that teaches kids ages 3-7 three basic
phonics rules -- short vowel sounds, the "magic E" and common vowel teams -- in a book that is equal parts funny, educational and colorful.
Kids will enjoy characters such as Andy Ant, Sid the Pig, Ray the Jay, and Neal the Seal. Teachers, parents and kids agree -- RB-1 is a fun
way to lay a strong foundation for reading and phonics for kids ages 3-7.
Studies of effective teaching practices have continued to validate the need for explicit and systematic instruction in basic reading skills. Bill
Honig uses this research to shed new light on an old problem - how to help all students become fluent readers. The following topics are
discussed: * The case for a balanced approach * What skilled readers do * Beginning to read instruction for preschool and kindergarten *
Beginning to read instruction for early first grade * Reading instruction for middle first grade to upper elementary grades * Spelling, beginning
writing and vocabulary * Comprehension and assessment * Writing and speaking * Frequently asked questions.

Vowel teams can make both long and complex vowel sounds. The special complex vowel teams can be spelled many different
ways. They can be used to build common words we use everyday. Let's discover what these complex vowels can do.
The Master Skills workbook series provides comprehensive practice in reading, reading comprehension, and math for students in
grades K–3. Short activities with bright illustrations are fun to do. Both parents and students will like the colorful, engaging pages
that target essential skills for school success.
Do you ever wonder how to teach students when to use the various spellings that can be used to spell the long sound /?/ made by
vowel 'o' - oa, ow,'o consonant e' (o-e), or oe. Do you have trouble differentiating between homophones such as tow vs toe, row vs
roe, groan vs grown? This book helps students who struggle with spelling confusing long vowel spelling patterns to learn spellings
by associating focus words to a fun storyline. King Toad and Mr Crow is a light hearted story of a kind King and his ministers Mrs
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Goat, Mr Roach, Master Foal and Mr Crow. King Toad and his people live in a beautiful kingdom where everybody is caring and
kind except for Mr Crow who is greedy and selfish. Fed up with Mr Crow's unkind behaviour, the King and his other ministers band
up to teach Mr Crow a fitting lesson at the end of the story. King Toad and Mr Crow is a decodable resource focussing on 77
common words that use the oa and ow spelling patterns to spell the long sound of o /?/. It is the fourth book in the Vowel Team
Series. The books in the vowel team series have been developed to help students with orthographic mapping of focus words.
Every book in this Vowel Team Series will focus on one or two related vowel teams and include multiple focus words spelled with
the same spelling pattern that students of school age will encounter during reading and spelling. Students with learning difficulties
who struggle to differentiate the multiple spelling patterns of long vowel sounds will benefit from using this decodable book. The
intention is for children to associate the focus words with the story and subsequently become fluent in encoding and decoding
those words. The books come with educator resources that can be used in conjunction with this book to reinforce the spelling
patterns covered in each book.
Grounded in a strong evidence base, this indispensable practitioner guide and text has given thousands of teachers tools to
support the literacy growth of beginning and struggling readers in grades K?2. The interactive strategies approach (ISA) is
organized around core instructional goals related to enhancing word learning and comprehension of text. The book provides
guidance for assessment and instruction in whole-class, small-group, and one-to-one settings, using the curricular materials
teachers already have. Purchasers get access to a companion website where they can download and print 26 reproducible forms
in a convenient 8 1/2" x 11" size. Of special value, the website also features nearly 200 pages of additional printable forms,
handouts, and picture sorts that supplement the book's content. New to This Edition *Incorporates the latest research on literacy
development and on the ISA. *Describes connections to the Common Core State Standards (CCSS). *Explains how to use the ISA
with English learners. *Chapter on fluency. *Expanded coverage of morphological knowledge. *Companion website with
downloadable reproducible tools and extensive supplemental materials. See also Comprehensive Reading Intervention in Grades
3?8, by Lynn M. Gelzheiser, Donna M. Scanlon, Laura Hallgren-Flynn, and Peggy Connors, which presents the Interactive
Strategies Approach--Extended (ISA-X) for intermediate and middle grade struggling readers.
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